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The very serious concerns of scientists dealing with

crystal structure refinement, including theoretical
research, pertains to characteristic bias in calculated vs.
measured diffraction intensities, observed particularly
in weak reflections regime. We attribute it most distinctly
to corrective factor for phasons, and give credible proofs
of this in our presentation. The lack of consistent theory
of phasons in quasicrystals manifests most spectacularly
in a characteristic bias of fitted vs. observed
diffractionintensities. In our presentation we show that
the most commonly used exponential Debye-Waller
factor for phasons fails in case of quasicrystals and
propose a novel method of calculating the correction
factor within a statistical approach. Our results obtained
for model quasiperiodic systems show that phasonic
perturbations can be successfully described. It is possible
to include very weak reflections to a dataset during the
structure refinement and fits of high quality are
achievable.

By phonons we mean a rearrangement of atoms in the
structure [1]. The calculations are performed for vertex
decoration models based on 1D Fibonacci chain and 2D
Penrose tiling. For such models, phasons can be
introduced as flips of tiles violating matching rules. Such
flips are easily recongnized within statistical method
based ond average unit cell concept [2]. The probability
distributions of atomic positions calculated against some
reference lattice are sensitive to phason flips, which occur
in their fragmentation as comparing to ideal shapes [3].
The level and manner of this fragmentation depends on
the amount and type of flips introduced to the
system. Including this in a definition of structure factor
automatically solves the problem of phasons at the very
basic level of calculating the diffraction pattern.
Neither any multiplicative correction factor nor iterative
fitting of parameters in the Gaussian’s exponent
is required. The only free parameter to fit would be a
number of phason flips, which has a very physical
grounds.
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Ruddlesden-popper phases especially those with

K2NiF4-type structure, are of particular interest, as they
exhibit high ionic and electronic conductivity already at
moderate temperatures. Among them, Pr2NiO4+δ phases
have attracted much attention as promising materials,
showing a rather wide range of oxygen
non-stoichiometric and accommodating extra oxygen on
interstitial lattice sites, suitable for membranes in next
generation SOFCs.  A high oxygen doping level has been
shown to induce a special lattice dynamics, allowing the
apical oxygen atoms to easily move to vacant interstitial
sites on a shallow energy diffusion pathway [1,2].

Hole doping in Pr2NiO4, either by substituting Pr with
Sr cations or by O2- ion intercalation on interstitial lattice
sites modifies the structural (ordering of O2- ions) and
electronic ordering in Pr2-xSrxNiO4+δ. We investigated the
structural evolution of the complex electronic and
structural ordering as a function of x and δ by scanning
the whole reciprocal space using single crystal x-ray
diffraction. The average structure changes from
orthorhombic Fmmm (x = 0 and 0.125) to tetragonal
P4/2ncm (x = 0.25 and 0.5) in  Pr2-xSrxNiO4+δ. Due to
oxygen intercalation δ up to 0.25 and long-range ordering
of those O2- ions, Pr2NiO4+δ forms complex
superstructures with 2D-incommensurate modulation (q1,2= ±0.83a*+0.49b*) in the  (hkn, n=integer) reciprocal
plane (Fig. 1), still present in the doped crystal (x =
0.125). More complex and different modulation exists in
(hkn+1/2, n=integer) plane due to ordering along
c-direction which as contrary disappears in doped crystal
with x = 0.125. Four twin individuals are present in the as
grown Pr2NiO4+δ single crystal which also makes the
incommensurate modulation more complex whereas this
modulation disappear gradually and new p-type
superstructure reflections appear when entering to the
tetragonal phase of Pr2-xSrxNiO4+δ (x=0.25 and 0.5) with
no modulated incommensurate superstructure.
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Figure 1. (hk1) reciprocal plane of Pr2NiO4.25 containing
incommensurate superstructure reflections along with main
reflections @RT reconstructed from X-ray single crystal
diffraction data obtained on a STOE STADIVARI diffractometer
(Mo Ka µ-focus) equipped with a 2D Pilatus detector .
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Recently, the Gold Indium system has regained interest

due to its importance for applications in soldering and
nanowire growth. For these applications knowledge of the
occurring components in the phase diagram is important.
Earlier studies of this alloy were able to uncover most
currently known compounds along with their crystal
structures. Only the structure of the seemingly most
straight-forward one, AuIn 1:1, has not been elucidated.
Its lattice parameters are known from earlier experiments
[1], but growth of single crystals has proved difficult. 

The powder diffraction pattern contains unindexed
peaks that cannot be explained by any known Au-In
binary or by any known oxide or nitride. The problem is
exacerbated by the tendency of the compound to
amorphisize on grinding. Subsequent annealing at low
temperature (400°C) however restores full crystallinity. 

Differential thermal analysis (DTA conf. Fig. 1) reveals
further surprises. On heating, a small endothermic peak
appears at 440°C while a second endotherm at 515°C
corresponds well with the reported melting point of AuIn
(TM = 510°C [2]). On cooling only one exothermic peak
can be observed, which, in position, corresponds to the
low temperature exotherm at 440°C, but in size it
corresponds to the high temperature endotherm at 515°C. 

An electron diffraction study reveals weak satellites in
AuIn, indicating that the structure may be
incommensurately modulated [3].

In this study we will discuss structure models for AuIn
and possible explanations for the thermal behaviour. 
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